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Father's Day Review: Bright Star Kids!
If your household is anything like mine, you'll feel my pain... 3 kids... 2 boys. 2 very active boys. Do
your walls get a constant work out? Fingers run along them. Dirty hand prints all over them. CARS
'driven' with great gusto across them like they're tearing down the freeway?
Stuck for a Father's Day gift idea this year? Check out the plantwear site and you will find a
solution!
Well thanks to Bright Star Kids the kids can give the walls a rest and 'drive' all over dads back (or
play the drums if that's more their style!) with their fantastic Father's Day t-shirts!
What I love about this gift is that it involves the kids too!! John enjoyed chilling out and having a car
massage! Despite the usual carry on between the kids!!

My daughters style is more quiet craft, than crazy wall car driving, so she loved chilling out with her
dad in her very own personalised t-shirt too!
The great thing about the clothing is all the different options. From bibs, to onsies to t-shirts. Not to
mention all the different designs and colours.
Plus they're not just for dad! There are Grandpa options too! And because you personalise it, if
your kids don't have 'Grandpa' but maybe 'Oupa' or 'Poppy' that's no problems at all. The hardest
part is choosing!
I've been fortunate enough to do a few product reviews now with Bright Star Kids. And I'm very
happy to report that they're website is always easy to navigate and should you have any questions
their staff are fabulous and friendly.
So stop trying to think of the perfect Father's Day gift and run don't walk to
www.brightstarkids.com.au
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Sizing information: I followed the guidelines on the website. John is wearing an XL and to be
honest, it's a little snug which is a shame.
I would have also liked to see the print slightly further down the t-shirt.
Sophie is wearing a 6 and it was perfect. She's currently a size 6/7 in most kids stuff so this was a
great fit!
Links to the products:
Father's Day Clothing
Road Massage t-shirt
Sophie's t-shirt
(This is a sponsored post, thanks to the lovely people at Bright Star Kids who provided us with the
2 t-shirts. All opinions expressed are my own.)
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